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1. (U) This command's peacetime mission encompasses the full breadth of 
tasks to develop and maintain an adequate war-fighting capabil ity. The 
USPACOM Multinational Strategy (MNS) (enclosure (1)) defines our objectives 
in working with each nation in this theater. 

3. (U) I am pleased to forward the USPACOM Multinational Strategy. You and 
your staffs have contributed heavily to its formulation and I appreciate 
your efforts. I hope the r':~ls. wi 11 serve as a useful road map for deve 1 opi ng 
mutually 5uoportirg progra~s and for furthering our policy throughout the 
region. I reco;~i:2 :hat because of the dynamic nat~re of the threat and 
changing goals as our relationships with our Pacific neighbors mature, we 
~ust periodically upda~e t~~ M~S to keep it useful. Therefore I welco~e 
your cOIT'.ments and recommendations at any time. 

Jistribution: App~ndix IV 
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?\~~~At/~~ i(f'j ,-
Admiral, U. S. ~vy 
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SE T-N RELEAS E TO 

US?ACC~ Multinational Strategy 

Executive Summary 

1. (U) GEtlERAL 

b. (U) Guidance 

(·1) (~,~; ... ;...~ r-~ed for 'j '7:ulti~ct;,:r;al strategy 'lias exp!"'essed in 
~~e i~i!ial (1982) :2~2:SE ~~~jance of ?resid2nt ;~agan's administration and 
appears again in the FY 1936-1990 Jefense Guidance which outlines future 
strategy and force capabi1 i:y e,\j)ecta ti ens. The Defense Gu i dance states that 
the global strategy requires co~ple~entarity of U. S. and allied forces to 
contain and reverse th a~sion of So iet control and mil ita 
throu hQut the world. 

(2) (U) Extracts from the FY 86-90 Defense Guidance are a 



d. (S) USPACOM Objectives. The major objectives which the USPACOM Multi
national Strategy supports are derived from the Joint Strategic Planning 
Document FY 1987-94 and are as follows: 

(1) (U) Achieving carefully selected subobject1ves with each country 
will support general national security objectives. 

ES-2 



u) Summary charts are included at the end of each section. These 
charts provide detailed lists of roles, forces, and equipment, etc., in addition 
to summarizing the salient features in the preceding text. 
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1. 

a. (U) Classification. Unless stated otherwise on individual pages, this 
entire document is SECRET, NOT RELEASABLE TO FOREIGrJ NATIONALS. 

b. (U) Purpose 

d. Basic Premises 

(2)~Other countries obviously perceive their defense requirements 
differently than does the U. S. Their military force postures and programs are 
designed to acccmplish the ~;:sions their governments judge to be ~cst impor
tant. Therefore, efforts t: ~ffect fundamental changes in the defense policies 
or forces of a ra~icn may rc: a~ftays be feasible a~d can, at times, be co~nter 

SECRET NOFORN 



productive. Consequently, recommendations in this document are directed toward 
realistic, incremental improvements to pursue roles and missions which are at 
least complementary with our command programs. 

e Multinat onal Strategy is built primarily on a oun tion 0 
bilateral relationships. Larger regional coalitions, to the extent that they 
can exist, depend on these bilateral relationships and the interactions of the 
coalition members. 

e. (U) Guidance 

(1) (SaI'SPORN) The need for a Multinational Strategy w'as recognized in 
the FY 1986-1990 Defense Guidance (DG) which outlined future strategy and force 
capability expectations. The DG states that the global strategy 
complementarity of U. S. and allied forces to contain and reve 
f Soviet control and mil ita resen throughout the world 

(2) (U) Verbatim extracts from the FY 86-90 DG are at Appendix II. 

, -? 
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(2) (SOIQr8RH) In this MNS a "crisis," as referred to in Table 1-1, is 
defined as a localized threat to peace which U. S. force deployments are 
necessar to rotect U. S. interests. 



, _ c; 



. U) Summary charts are included at the end of each section. These 
charts provide detailed lists of roles, forces and equipment, etc., in addition 
to summarizing the salient points in the preceding text. 
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2. }i'f PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

a. (U) Methodology 
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NA~P.~.\B· yP.ETr:._L'NOT 

c. ~.~; :~:~:::.~ r-;::;'~:;H:~:!!~~ Security ?ac"Cs. -; -:S~ fOr:'1al structures 
prc~ide a cart~a: ~~~-~~C~~ ~~ ~n en tne ~NS depends heav 1y far support and 
e ,( pa 1'1 sic.-: • 

(1) (u) A~ZUS" Multilateral security treaty, Australia, New Zealand, 
~nites State: 

(2) (U) ASEAN. Multilateral economic treaty, Brunei, lndonesia, 
Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand. 

security treaty., 

(4) (U) ~anila Pact. Southeast Asia Collective Defense Treaty 
Australia, France, i.EV'i Zealand, Philippines, Thailand, linited Kin~dom, United 
States. 

(5) (IJ) tJ'Jt'Jal 02.fense Treat,L" United States, Philippines. 

(6 ) ( i_' ) '.'iJ:U.= 1 Defer5~ TY"~3ty :! e. Un ited S:3tes, Pec'Jbli: of !<area. 

(7) (U) ireatt of Mutual 
Japan. 

CcoEeraticn and Securitt (~'ST) . United States, 
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3. ~ AUSTRALIA 

a. (U) Current Prograi:",s 

(l) (U) Australian defense interests are linked to those of the U. S. 
through the ANZUS Mutual Security Treaty. Practically all U.S.-Australian 
defense relationships are based on this treaty. Much of the justification 
for military expenditures by the government of Australia lies in a self
acknowledged requirement to contribute adequate forces in support of the 
Treaty. Under normal circumstances, a number of ANZUS consultative meetings 
intelligence sharing and other activities ensure the viability of the ANZUS 
relationship. The annual A~ZUS Council meeting is normally conducted at 
Secretary of State/Foreign Minister level. Military-oriented meetings range 
from the ANZUS MILREP Meeting and Staff Level Meeting through service-to
service talks to seminar and exercise planning meetings. As a result of the 
4 February 1985 GNZ decisior to reject a U. S. request for a port call, U. S. 
participatio~ ~n Ell A~Z~S meetings has been cancelled or postponed while the 

,USG reviews its ties \'/ith t.;Z. U. S.-Australian policy level discussions, 
based on the 1973 Barnard-Schlesinger Agreement, focus on broad policy 
questions of U. S. national strategy and Australian national security 
interests. ~ustralia is also included on the USCINCPAC warning network and 
both countries' ~~1itary i r tel1igerce services participate in an intelligence 
exchange prograr:-.. Additionaily, ~ustralianjU. S. staffs exchange information 
annually on each country's military assistance to regional ASEAN nations. 
At present, there is no progra:r: for coordinating these military assistance 
activities. 



b. (U) Current Capabilities and limitations 





f. 

k. 

Action Required 

(U) The principal economic aspects affecting this 

- (U) Stable economy -
- (U) Military capabilities somewhat hindered by budgetary 

constraints 

- (U) Need improvements in military capabilities 
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4. (U) BANGLADESL-; 



g. (U) Banoladesh Benefits; The Bangladeshi armed forces' prestige and 
technical capability would be increased. The ability of the country to 
defend its interests would be improved. 

h. (U) u. S. Costs: Increase in FMS and mET would not be excessive 
over a number of years. However, an increase in interaction with Bangladesh 
could excite Indian sensitivities. 

4-2 
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5. (U) BHUTAt; 
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6. (U) BRUNEI 

a. Current Proc~aGs 
d 

d. (U) Recommended Roles and Missions: No new roles or missions are 
proposed at this time. 

e. (U) Forces Required: None 
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7. (U) SOCIALIST PEPUSLIC OF THE UNION OF BURMA 

(2) (U) There is no question th.at Burmese Officers appreciate the IMET 
program. Following a twelve year gap, the program was resumed during FY 80. 
Since its resumption, 62 officers have received training as of August 1984 in 
the U. S. Due to the awkward and centralized decision-making process in 
selecting studen~s for U. S. training, Burma has been unable tc fully use its 
allocation of IMET funds. ~1any Burmese officers are hopeful that policies will 
be instituted to perm~t greater use of the IMET oppcrtunities. For this and 
broader political reasons, the U. S. Embassy strongly supports continued IMET 
funding at current levels. 

(U) Currer.t Ccpabilities/Limitat;ons 

(1) (U) Burm=. h3 S lor,g deferred mi 1 i tary moderni za ti on· because of urgent 
developmental priorities and the expense of sustained military operations 
against insurgents and drug traffickers. 



NOT~SAB'~F_"'~'_I 
~T - NOT~EAS~8tE 

c. (U) Political Situation 

(1) (U) Beginning in the mid-1970s, after over a decade of doctrinaire 
single-party socialism and self-imposed isolation, BUrT)ia began to look 
cautiously outward, to seek aid and ideas from the West, and to reopen channels 
of international cooperation. Although this chang~ has created important new 
possibilities for the West in Burma, it has been conducted at a deliberately 
slow pace. Burma is determined to preserve its political, economic and cultural 
autonomy at all costs, retain an imposed socialist economic structure, and 
continue the single, military-dominated party's firm control under the present 
leadership. Burmese policy and behavior, therefore, remain fundamentally 
grounded in nonalignment. ~, 

(2) (U) The Burmese are concerned about the Soviet's aggressive 
international behavior. They take care not to say too much publicly but 
Burma-USSR relations are generally poor. Concern over China is n'earer to the 
surface. Burma considers it essential to get along with China and relations are 
good. There is, however, mild displeasure over China's continuing support of 
the Burmese Communist Party (ECP), although Burma acknowledges that the PRe has 
been reducing its support to this insurgent group. 

(3) (U) Internally, much of the central government's focus and energies 
are devoted to operations against the various upland tribal minorities. The 
unwillingness of the GOB to negotiate in good faith towards reasonable 
compromise perpetuates the conflicts, causes suffering 9n all sides and 
perpetuates the production of narcotics to fund the ethnic insurg~ncies. The 
plight of "foreigners," most of whom are descendents of ,South Asian emigres, ;s 
also another source of tensior. in Burma. T}1ese people, \>;ho in the past provide:: 
skilied labor and manageria~ expertise, are denied suffrage, freedom of travel 
and access to jobs with a living wage. Were the BCP able to mobilize this 
classic downtrodden class in urban guerrilla warfare in Rangoon, Mandalay and 
other major'cities, it would present major problem~ for security perso~nE1 and 
would derail the anti-narcotics ~ampaign. 
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f. (u) U. S. Benefits: The U. S. maintains a high respect for the Burmese 
policy of n(j"':aligni~l";~ and wishes to see Burm3. l s co!",tinued progress as cr; 
indep~r.:e~t ar-:c.' s:c:~l= reti:J:":. L'. S. e';fcrt~ ir. thi: regard me}' well result ;r: 
a cles£:" ~. S.-~~~:~.; relc:i:rsr,~::- C::-,:i G~U; the way f:r a strangE-!" Westerr, 
alignment. 

g. (ll) E:Jr;-:;2SE B€:··,E::~::':: ClOSE" l"elctionships with the l'. S. and oth=l" 
Western countries CC~~G rE5~lt i~ ir:reased acces~ to advanced technology ant 
development proced~~E~. Tris kr~~~E:~0 co~ld be e~~layed by the Burmese to 
exploit their sutst5G:i~' r~:Jrz~ reSOJrCE b~se an~ th~s i~~roye the individual 
BurmesE qualit~ of lif~. 

r:. (Li)~. ~. >:- "..... ':'"';i:<..ry a:'~~S:c::,CE prc~)"c'-~;;: bur'l.: 
are cf mi~imal cc~: .;~~ p~~~rEd fut~re increases would not be excessive. 
Because of Burma1s sersitivity with respect to preserving its nonaligned image 
abroc~ and ~t5 ~E,..tra~~~- ~~~Ecte: (:r~c~ic de~e1cp~er:t at ho~e, f~turE 
ass~sta!'".:c: e~'::- ',,' : _:. '. [~ :-crE:f:..;' -<. r,J'~U!-c:C it W~ exp~:~ the b~·"[ . .:se tC: ~1c.." 
an activE rol~ in fosteri~9 regional stability. 

1. (U) 

economic aspects affecting this strategy are: 

- (U) 10+ years ~or economic development to materialize 
to be considered capable of supporting military 

- (~i) ~1i1itcr'y is c"-:-ti-insurgent/drug trafficking oriented 

- (u) ~on-alig~~ent policy will linit contact with Western 
technolo~'y 





t 

8 . ( U) CANADA 

a. (U) Current firograr'"s 

(1) (U) The Governments of Canada and the United States have entered 
into a number of bilaterel defense agreements stemming from the Canada-United 
States Sasic Security Plan (SSP). The SSP brings together in one document the 
entire spectrum of Canada-United States (CANUS) regional defense at the national 
level. It establishes the general approach, command and responsibility frame-

~":~work, and key aspects of operatlonal and operational support coordination 
essential to effective bilateral defense planning and operations. The BSP is 
maintained in consonance with national and allied defense plans that affect one 
or both countries. 

1,e\O; KJle~ and Missions: No specific recommendations are 
in order. 
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9. (U) PEOPLES REPUBLIC OF CHINA 
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NOT~AS.'\ _ TO FO~AT1(1 ... 
~f:~o LEASABL~FOREIGN ONALS 

g. (U) U. S. Benefits: The most immediate benefit to be gained from a 
closer security relationship with China is the increased probability of parallel 
strategic actions on the part of the Chinese. By laying a sound basis within 
the relationship, future interactions will likely be more lasting. Additional 
U. S. benefits which can be achieved include the PRC's support for regional 
stability, a decrease in the likelihood of undesirable PRC unilateral actions in 
the region, and an increased risk to the Soviets and Vietnamese for aggressive 
action in the region. 

h. (U) Chinese Benefits: By developing closer ties to the U. S., China 
increases the prospect of U. S. technological assistance for its modernization 
goals and for reducing the qualitative gap between the PLA and opposing Soviet 
forces on its border. Concomitantly, a comprehensive link with the U. S. 
bolsters Chinese access to Western technology in general. Mature, fully 
productive exhanges with the U. S. on defense and sucurity issues promotes 
Chinese appreciation of the Western strategy for East-West problems and gives 
Chinese views a greater audience. 

-
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(2) (U) The principal economic aspects affecting this strategy are: 

- (U) Defense industry is generally underused 

- (U) Requires selective technology from abroad to accelerate 
economic modernization 



(3) (U) It should be recognized that skilled Korean 

expatriate labor forces play an important role in development 

of imp~oved security facilities throughout the region. 
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e. (U) Benefits/Costs/Econcmic Impact: The Indian Ocean Island States are 
not politically, economically or militarily sound enough to actively support the 
Multinational Strategy. None of the nations can be considered prosperous. 
Several are numbered among the world's poorest countries and depend heavily on 
contributions to support their economies. The Soviet Union has been unable to 
meet regional economic needs. Continuing economic support by the United States 
and other western countries and improving military-to-military relations will 
enhance the U. S. position and our ability to gain access to ports and airfields 
when required. Country benefits include internal stability and the potential 
for increased foreign exchange. U. S. costs remain minimal. 
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14. (U) INDOt~ESIA 

a. (U) Current Programs 

(1) (U) The U. S. currently sells arms and equipment to Indonesia under 
both FMS and commercial sales. Training is provided under both FMS and a 
substantial IMET program. Deliveries continue under a residual military 
assistance program. 

(2) (U) Indonesia and the U. S. concluded an agreement in 1982 which 
provides for Defense Technological/Industrial Cooperation .(DIC). In early 1984 
the Government of Indonesia (Gal) began to explore the possibilities for 
cooperation with the U. S. in those defense commodity areas where the potential 
for co-production or technology transfer existed. Efforts in this regard 
continue particularly with respect to upgrading the capability of the national 
shipbuilding and aerospace industry. The goal in both cases is eventual 
independent produc~ion of neval surface vessels and aircraft needed to satisfy 
defense requirements for Indonesia. To date no specific DIC programs have been 
established, however the future looks brighter in this regard. 

b. (U) CeF=~;';~~~s and Limitations 

(1) (U) Indonesian Armed Forces have a dual function: National 
defense/security, and nation-building/political economic development. Pursuit 
of the civil functions tends to impair military readiness. Indonesian Armed 
Forces are primarily oriented towards internal security, though there has been a 
major effort in recent years to build an improved conventional defense and 
surveillance capability for the Navy and Air Force. Starting in late 1984 and 
continuing into 1985, Indonesian Armed Forces have undergone a major 
restructuring program aimed at eliminating unnecessary headquarters and 
consolidating operational units under the direct control of the armed forces 
commander. There is some discontent among senior officers at the upheaval 
generated by the reogranization, but ABRI headquarters ;s well in control of the 
situation. Although some of the changes appear to be more cosmetic than 
substantive, the net result of the reorganization - especially when combined 
with the effects of the military leadership changes - should significantly 
improve Indonesia's military capabilities. 





c. 

(1) (U) President Soeharto has led Indonesia since 1966. He has proven 
quite effective in promoting economic development and political stability. 
However, problems of population pressure and uneven economic development 
continue to impede progress. 

(2) (U) The most important single element in Soeharto's base of support 
is the armed forces. Although Indonesia does not have a military government, 
military officers are involved in government (as legislators, governors, 
regents, etc.) at every level in consonance with the doctrine of the Arme~ 
Forces' dual functior.. 

(3) (U) A main thrust of Indonesia's stated foreign policy is to support 
ASEAN, in which the GOT sees itself as the main power. The GOr values its 
status as a nonaligned state. At the same time, however, many of its larger 
interests, especially in ter~s of trade and development, are closely linked with 
those of the West. Similarly, Indonesia tacitly welcomes the role U. S. forces 
and bases in the P~ilippines play in maintaining a regional balance of power. 
~hile recognizing poter~ial threats from the SRV and the USSR, The GO! sees the 
PRe as the mai~ lc~?-terr threat to the region and has expressed its ccncern 
over increasingly clcs~ U. S.-PRe ties. This notwithstanding, relatic~s ~it~ 
the U. S. have im~rQYEG steadily during the present administration. 

(4) (U) In contemplating any change in its foreign policy, GOI must 
consider internal political factors. The population consists of many ethnic 
groups, som~ r# ~,~:-~ h~ve exhibited separatist tendencies. There is some 
tension between the fundamentalist-Muslim minority and the nominal 
~'uslim/non-Muslim majority as well as between small uncoordinated groups of 
Islamic fundamentalists and the government whose secular policies largely 
reflect the wishes of the nominal Muslim/non-Muslim majority. Although some 
fundamentalist~ m~y h?ve an anti-western bias because of the Arab-I~raeli 
conflict, their concerns primarily relate to domestic politics and the 
importance of Islam,'rather than to international issues. However, widespread 
antipathy toward Indonesians of ethnic Chinese descent, as well as fear of 
Chinese- directed subversion, complicates any move toward a more normal 
relationship with the PRe. 



.... 

(") P l't' '~'+ ' c. u 0' 1Ca I ..,1 wuatlon 

(U) Anv char~~ Ga~ w0u1d like to make in its traditiorfl fore~c~ 
policj would have ~o ta~~ in:' account the delicat~ inter~al political bal~nc~ 
of et~~ic ard relioious cro~;s, Moreover, existin~ racial tensio~s co~ld be • w _ 

~)a:erbat~~ by the gf~~~~ of Musli~ Extremi5tS among Malay~. The ide~tific2ticr 
cf ~~~itar~ r~s1i~s ~~:~ t~~ Arat caus~ ard their somewhat arti-~e5tern bias 
cc~plica:es any move GOM m~y wish to m&ke towards the U, S, 





h. (U) Indonesian Benefits: By actually assu~ing the recommended roles 
Indonesia wi" greatly increase its ability tc exercise sovereignty in its 
archipelago, and will have a much improved ability to respond to internal 
threats. 

E: ~"r"~,'c a~2e~-c -~&e~t~r'~ ·~~c ........ II \,: _ L l.. c: I \". I I ~ \"., ,_ s~rctt:c . .. C. \. -: : 

- (U) Large ~anpower base 

- (U) Neeas ~estern techology to stimulate econo~y 

(U) Potential to become an economic power in the regio~ 

- (U) Stro~g military support to the government 
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JAPA~ 

a. (U) Current Programs 

(l) (U) The Treaty of Mutual Cooperation and Security (MST) (1960) is 
the cornerstone of U. S.-Japan secu'rity relations. The large contingent of 
U. S. forces in-country, led by Commander, U. S. Forces Japan (COMUSJAPAN), is 
a major element of the U. S. forward deployment strategy. 

(2) (U) Several formal~sultative mechanisms established under the 
MST support an ongoing security dialogue. These mechanisms are summarized in 
Appendix III. In addition to the security consultative fora, several other 
formal and informal programs have been established. Annual ministerial 
meetings of SECSTATE and SECDEF with their Japanese counterparts provide the 
opportunity to exchange views and promote new bilateral initiatives. The 
Systems and Technology Forum seeks to faci 1 i tate the transfer of mil ita ry
related high technology informatior. and foster more efficient weapons 
procurement. Numerous DG~-Japan Defense Agency (JDA) exchange programs are 
also in effect at the service and jOint staff levels to promote mutual 
understanding of both countries' intelligence and operational systems and 
procedures. 

n scope cale. Japan 
Maritime St~ ,- ~,t:t"~t: FO"ce participation in a multinational naval exercise, 
albeit under the rationale of interacting with U. S. forces only, is now 
officially sanctioned, as is Japan Ground Self Defense Force (JGSDF) biannual 
participatio~ with U. S. Army Ja USARJ) in the command ost exercise YAMA 
SAKURA held in Hawaii and Japan 

15-1 
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" (6) (U) In the security assistance area, an extensive array of 
~,,'\>~'~'ar:;s exists to provide Japan with the latest in modern weapons syster;s 
~~\,~'19h Foreign Military Sales (FMS), licensed production, and coproductior, 
.:,,\~~ments. Under a reciprocal training agreement Japan is able to purchase 
~\ ,\tary training at U. S. schools under the same favorable terms extended to 
h~\ ~~ Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) countries. GOJ is only now 

~l~ning to work on such an agreement. 

b. (U) Current Ca abilities And imitations 

( . (3) (U) The current policy of limiting defense expenditures to 1% of 
1"'''~ national product (GNP) restricts efforts to accomplish the necessary 
~ :Ji~'\ese Self-Defense Force modernizati on and enhancement programs. (When all 
:ff~Hhnel costs are included, the figure is 1.6%). Building a political 
,/'I~"hSUS to change this policy has been slow due to historical sensitivities. 
;J~'Mht economic stagnation causing GOJ budgetary constraints has made the 
;:~~ even more difficult. U. S. policy has been to urge adequate funding for 
; ~ rive Year Plan which allows Japan to fulfill her roles and missions, 
~ tt~r than take issue with an arbitrary percentage of GNP. 



c. Political Situation 

(1) (U) The GO: has preve r to be extre~El) stable. The Liberal 
Democratic Party (LOP) has re~5ine~ in pC~Er since 1955. 

(2) (U) The war-renouncing clause of Japan's constitution has 
precluded the planning for security responsibil ities outside Japan. Article 
IX has been legally interpreted to permit the formation and maintenance of 
Self Defense Forces solely fcr the immediate defense of Japan, but to prohibit 
mil itary participation i~ collective security arrangements ether than the MST, 
or the projection of power overseas. Furthermore, defense cooperation with 
the U. S. under the MST is restricted to defense of the territories under the 
administration of Japan. . 

(4) (U) A second pol i:ical problen is the apprehension of other Asian 
countries to c grea 7Jy expandE:: Jc.~anese r.:i1 itary role outside the immediate 
area of Japan. Unpleasant me~cries of Japa~ese occupatien prior to and during 
World War II remain strc'!c. These cc'~,:(rr,s r.~'st bE: 1:11avec ir'. order to oain _ ~ w 

suppert for a stronser Japanese ri~ ita~j ro1e ill the Far East. In that same 
vein. centuries c~ a~~~:si:y ar~ oi~trust bEtWEen thE Japanese anc Kcreans is 
likely to impecE pro~ress towards t~Eir mi1 itar; cooperation regardless cf 
ccnstitutio~al in~erprE:~~ic~s. 

(5) (ll);'. trird plitical probler:·, is Japan's "nuclear ailergy," 
reflecting the Japanese experience in World ~ar II. The most significant 
manifestation of this "allergy" is popular opposition to port calls by nuclear 
powered/capable U9: s~ips. Organizej oprcsition comes primarily from the 
Japan Social~st Pe-n.)" V.oS Japa!: Comniin~st Party, leftist oriented labor 
unions, and L:1tra-leftist radical group~. The GOJ, \'/hile accommodating 
anti-nuclear sentiments, is not expected to change port access procedures or 
policy based on the three non-nuclear principles of non-possession, 
non-production, and ncn-i~troducticn. 

..- - .-", 
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e. (U) ."'r"---'.". 

(4) (U) Determination of the necessary JSOF force levels to perform 
the required missions· is fundamental. The bilateral planning process is the 
appropriate. forum in which to refine specific requirements determined by 
independent U. S. and JDA analytical studies. 

(7) (U) Consideration of tapping Japan's tremendous shipbuilding 
capacity is fraught with political pitfalls. The impact of such a program on 
the U. S. shipbuilding industry will require extensive analysis. We can 
anticipate significant Congressional and labor opposition. 
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g. Econor.ic Ir:Jc(:t --------
(C,"IGFQE;',; Japan1s ecortc~.: .. i~ the second largest in the free world 
GNP of over $1.5 trillion. 

(3) (.c/weF8RH) The major external economic factor which affects Japan 
is its dependency on.i9reign supplies of raw materials/natural resources and 

rkets 



h. (U) The principal economic aspects affecting this strategy are: 

- (U) Large, diverse, well-developed and technologically advanced 
economy 

- (U) Lessening of reliance on foreign sources for raw materials and 
markets as economic base switches from heavy industry to 
information systems . 

- (U) Internal political constraints on the growth of the military 
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16. (U) KOREA 

a. (U) Current Prograrr,$ 

(1) (U) A Mutual Security Treaty links U. S. and the ROK. There is a 
large U. S. in-country force led by Commander, U. S. Forces Korea. He also 
commands the binational Combined Forces Command which coordinates military 
activities for the combined/integrated defense of ROK. Additionally, the senior 
U. S. military officer in Korea serves as CINCUNC and as such is charged with the 
responsibility of enforcing the Armistice. Assigned U. S. Forces effectively 
supplement Korea1s on-going and successful effort to deter aggression. 
Consequently, extensive bilateral planning efforts continue to expand. Numerous 
in-country means exist to sustain bilateral dialogue. The principal fora are 
summarized in Appendix III. The annual Security Consultative Meeting, which 
SECDEF normally cochairs, capstones the security dialogue. There is a vast array 
of programs to enhance ROK and U. S. military capabilities, strengthen inter
operability and foster regional stability. Behind these programs lie years of 
close military cooperation and helpful ROK support of U. S. Forces in Korea. 

(2) ¢ The Rm:G I s conti nu; ng effort to deter North Korean aggress; on 
ed oreatly to our ob,;ective of oreserving stability in Northeas 

b. (U) Current Country Capabilities and Limitations 

....- ........ 



c. (U) Political Situation , " 

(1) ~ Domestic stability. ;~ stre'1gthenea 
awareness ofihe ever-present North Korean threat. 

{~, (U') Thl= Sf' 11,:.~ '1",-::-,,,,,, ;:::'\~-'~"~":.-'-I'. l:>h~~ rol"'''"'' pl:>v<.:, ar ;mr,'"'r ... .:lr>+ 
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d. Recommended New Rcles ar.d ~'i;ssions 



unT.L:. ~ 
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. \U}~ions ReqUired: We must continu~ dliilogue with the ROKG and its 
fTlil itar)' serv ices to ensure: ii cornman understandi ng of preva i1 ; ng requi rements. 
ROK regional role has a significant impact on our overall strategy. There is a 
close connection between Kor~d and Japan which inextritably links the defense of 
these two nations to our global strategy. Loss of access, to or outright sup~vrt 
of either country wi 11 erldanger the security of the other and greatly frustrate 
our fOI~ard defense in the Pacific. Straits exiting the Sea of Japan, located 
within easy range of bases in both countries. could contain the Soviet Pacific 
Fleet and prevent resupply and recovery of forces already deployed. ~ore:"~r, 
our finn positior on the Sea of Japan littoral seriously cJ:,;~'licates any SC\,~E;: 
power projection and/or resu~:ly plans in the Southwest Pacific or Indian Oc~ar. 
The viability of our alliance with the ROK will prevent the uncovering of Ja~an 
and raise the chances thdt C2th Japan and Korea will remain active allies. We 
need to assure continued use of these bases and make f~11 use of their ~efensive 
capabilities along with our forward basing there to maximize the effectiveness of 
our deployed forces. We must also take advantage of war reserves already posi
ticned in Korea and Japan. Cooperation of these two nations, along ~ith ou~ 
forces, provide much greater flexibility and mutual support in a ~ar with t~~ 
Soviet Union. 

g. (U) Economic Impact 

(J.) (L:) Tht Korea!". econor.1Y relies heavily on trad: ar.: is penetratin~ an 
increasing number of world mark~ts. Korea has proven fully capable of servicin; 
its heavy external debt, while maintaining an excellent credit rating. The RO~ 
is seeking to expand economic ties including Communist bloc countries. Trade and 
technology transfer negotiations continue with Japan and other countries. Growth 
and development in heavy industries depend in part, on the continued recovery of 
the world econo~y. There;s strong government promotion of the computer, 
military hardware, and telecommunications industries, especially in fiber-optics, 
microcircuitry, and aviation. A large portion of military production is for 
export, but the ROK remains dependent on the U. S., especially for 
state-of-the-art weaponry. Seoul hopes to achieve a modicum of self-sufficiency 
by the end of the decade. 

(2) (U) Problems include: 

- (U) Strong govern:nent control over the economy restricts 
its ability to respond in a timely manner to market 
forces 

- (U) Rapid expansion of heavy industl~ causes a paucity of 
supportin~ industries 

- (U) Heavy industry has been characterized by a low level 
of productic: technology and high operating costs 
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- (U) Trading partners are erecting protectionist barriers 

- (U) South Korea imports large quantities of unprocessed 
food, r.lost of their oil, ir,dlis:rial rev' meteriolS, 
cooking coal, and advanced technology 

(3) (U) The economy at the present time cannot meet fully the 
requirements of the PACOM Multinational Strategy. As the industrial base 
continues to expor,d and technological skills perrrit incigenous manufacture and 
repair of sophisticate: weapons syste~s and na~21 forces, South Korea shc~ld be 
able to meet those requirements. 
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d. (U) Recommended New Roles and Missions 

e. (U) Implications 

(1) (0) To suggest that the ROK have a role in the global 

strategy beyond the Korean peninsula requires study and a high

level USG decision before making any overtures to the ROKG. On 

the other hand, improvement of ROK forces for defense of ROK is 
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U) Force/Eguipment/,lI.ctio,,-rReguired - None .., 
f. (U) U. S. Benefits - ~1aintenance of status .9.!:!2. assures a nation 

friendly to the U. S.and A~ZUS will be in position to aid in forming 
pro-Western opinion and to provide necessary leadership. 

, n 1 



g. (U) Fiji Benefits: Maintenance of status guo supports expanding U. S. 
trade relations. 
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(2) (U) The principal economic aspects 

- (U) Steadily developing country 

- (U) Stable government 

- (U) Maritime forces need upgrade 
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(1) (U) Ir. th-2 U'., the Nort-,l,ligr.ed tl;uvemer.t, and other international 
forums, Nepal has pursuec an independent, neutr~l and moderating influence. 
Its concer~ ~it~ :rdian economic imperialis~ is balanced by its frienaship 
with China, but it is sc r upulGUS in its even-handedness. 



f. (U) u. S. Benefits: The U. S. can benefit from a lessened potential 
for China-India confrontation and from improved training opportunities. 

g. (U) Nepali Benefits: Nepal can gain a better trained military whose 
leadership has trained in the U. S. (ar.c is sy~~athetic to long-ter~ U. S. 
goals), and make progress towards modernization. 

h. (U) U. S. Costs: Minimal. 
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19. (U) NEW ZEALAND 

a. (U) ~C~ur~r~e~n~t~~~~ 

b. ~Current C~pa~ilities and Limitations: New Zealand military forces 
are very small and limitec in their capabilities but, when join in con 
with allies, do co~tribute to demonstratin Western cohesion. 

c. ~ Political Situation: The current Labour Government of New Zealand 
has banned nuclear armed aircraft and nu red/armed ship visit 
airfi ritorial waters. 



(2) (U) Continued active participation in FPDA should be encouraged. 

h. (U) New Zealand Benefits: Cooperation in the Multinational Strategy 
could enhance New Zeal~ndis regional role but such cooperation is not likely 
until NZ changes its port access policy. 

2) (U) The principal economic aspect affecting this strategy is: 

- (U) Agriculturally based economy is severely limited and 
h~,,~"; ,.....,P"'."'n~ h" I,!!""\ ...... ' ~ .V" .... ...I.-. .c, I ................ .: .......... ... 
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21. (U) PAPUA NEW GUINEA 



e. (U) Forces/E uioment/Act18k- Re uired: To be capable of controlling its 
border, PNGD needs to restructure an possibly expand its forces, and to 
improve their training, armament and transportation. 

g. U} PNG Benefits: Controlling borders will increase security and 
stability. Cooperation with the U. S. military will foster U. S. trade 
relations. 

h. (U) U. S. Costs: Modest, if FMS/Expanded Relations/ Exchange programs and 
military-to-military contacts are increased to degree necessary to upgrade 
PNGDF. Small IMET program needs to be increased. 

i. (U) Economic Impact 

(1) (U) Papua New Guinea ;s pro-Western and is economica1ly and 
politically stable enough to support the current programs and recommended 
roles/missions of the PACOM Multinational Strategy. It is primarily concerned 
with the internal security and control of the border with Indonesia. The 
country should continue economic growth for the foreseeable future based on its 
rich natural resources, and will thus be able to support its limited military 
capabilities. 

(2) (U) The principal economic aspects affecting this strategy are: 

- (U) Pro-Western/economically and politically stable 

- (U) Developing economy based on rich natural resources 
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22. (U) PHILIPPINES 

a. (U) Current Programs 

(1) ¢. The U. S. has a Mutual Defense Treaty (~~jT) with the Republic 
of the Philippines (RP. The MDT remains in eff ndefin 
term; notice by either pa 







(2) (U) As previously discussed, a primary internal factor affecting 
the GOP's ability to modernize and upgrade its armed forces is the economic 
situation. If the economic situation remains stagnant or worsens, the neces
sary funding for the military would be difficult to obtain from the GOP., 
Compounding the problem is poor AFP leadership, graft and corruption in the 
officer corps and the political patronage system established by Marcos which 
allowed senior officers, who are quite often unqualified professionally for 
their position, to remain on active duty beyond their expected retirement 
dates. The current Administration is attempting to redress this problem. 

(3) (U) continUEd active participatior. of the GOP in AS EAr: 
affairs/activities should be encouraged. 
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23. (U) SINGAPORE 



c. (U) Political Situation 



h. (U) SinQa~·Jre BeJ~f:f"its: Economic development. and enhanced security 
are logical cut~ro~trs of these roles. 

economic aspects affecting this strategy are: 

- (U) Will continue to expand 

- (U) Economic lea~er in the region 

- (U) '~ilitary capability will expand as economy continues to grow 
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24. (U) SRI LANKA 
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25. (U) TAIWAN 

a. Procra~s 
• 

(2) (U) All U. S. military and official representatives were withdrawn 
from Taiwan in April 1979. U. S. government contractors and civilians working 
for the U. S. instrument, the American Institute in Taiwan (AIT), maintain close 
ties with the Taiwan Ministry of Defense and its Services. Official 
mil itary-to-mil itary cor,oct is prohibited. 

c. (U) Political Situation 

(1) (U) Because of the unique sensitiviti~s involved, it is imperative 
that the United States dowliplay the "form" of its relations with Taiwan, while 
continuing to fulfill its substantive commitments as outlined in the TRA. 
Downplaying "fom ll will also attenuate PRe political pressure and rhetoric, 
thereby enhancing Taiwan's security. 

(2) (U) The PRe currently advocates peaceful "reunification." No overt 
aggression against Taiwan is likely unless there is a major change in the 
international situation or Taiwan shifts strongly towards independence. 

d. (U) Recommended Rol~s and Missions: Self-defense. The TRA precludes 
direct participation by Taiwan in U. s. defense efforts. Taiwan's natural 
self-defense initiatives support U. S. strategic plans with respect to major 
Soviet aggression in Asia. 

.. .. 



h. (U) Taiwan Benefits: Security assistance enables Taiwan to retain a 
level of military defense comensurate with the prevailing threat. 

i. (u) u. S. COSt5: The United States pay~ a political price for 
sustaini~g Taiwan. To t~e extent that the PRe feels the reu~ification is 
unacceptably slowed, this assistance is an obstacle to a more useful, 
substantive relationship with China. 
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(6) (U) Thai Officers are regularly invited to and attend seminars and 
conferences, such as the Pacific Armies Management Seminar, and reciprccal high 
level/staff visits are conducted. 

b. ~ Capabi 1 ities and Limitations 

(1) (U) The overall military capability of Thailand continues to 
increase for three major reasons: . 

(U) Qualitative and quantitative i~provement in weapons systems 
and equipment 

- (U) Increasing professionalism and technical proficiency of 
me~ters o~ the armed forces 

- (U) General economic growth in national resources, productivity 
and technology 



(5) (U) The Royal Thai Marine Corps (RTMC) is a relatively small force 
·of less than one division, with responsibility for security along the southern 
Thai/Cambodian border. The ~T~ rotates its nine infantry battalions by 
committing eight of them to1border operations while the ninth conducts field and 
garrison training. As a result, the RTMC has a limited ability to conduct major 
offensive operations such as amphibious assaults and sustained land combat. 
Recent changes that include purchasing equipment, implementing new training 
programs, and restructuring the organization, have increased the RTMC's 
capability to conduct defensive operations. 



(2) (U) The Thai absolute monarchy gave way to a constitutional monarchy 
in 1932. Since then, there have been numerous changes in government, many by 
military coup d'etat. The current constitution was promulgated in 1978. 
Despite these fre~uent chan~E5, ~he so:ie~; is fundarsntally stabl~. Although 
governments hav~ changed fr~2Je~t~) ~ ~~sic institu~ic~s havE not been altered, 
and the general thrust of re~?tions ~ith the U. S. has changed little, except for a 
brief period in 1975-77. U. S.-Thai relations are excellent and are expected tc 
remain so. 



d. (U) Recorrmended Roles and Missions 

(1) (U) Thailand, as the frontline state for ASEAN, is facing 
Soviet-supported Vietnamese expansionism as well as a lingering insurgency 
problem. It has defined its own primary roles and missions in terms of, 
strengthening its forces to cope with the primary Vietnamese threat. However, 
it cannot rely on military means alone. Along with its ASEAN partners, it has 
formulated an integrated political, diplomatic and economic strategy, of which 
support for the Khmer resistance is a part, to compel the Vietnamese to 
negotiate the future of Cambodia. While avoiding direct involvement, the U. S. has 

_ supported the ASEAN strategy, including the provision of military security 
-3:Jf.lssistance to Thailand. Forexample.1n the U. N. and other international 
- fora, we have supported the Tha'/ASEAN position that settlement of the Cambodian 

issue must come through negotiation and Vietnamese troop withdrawal from 
Cambodia. In security assistance we are supporting Thai force modernization, 
exp-ansion and sustainment programs to create an RTARF capable of deterring 
aggression and of successful defense, if necessary. 
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. (U) Thai Benefits: The Thai view their securi~y as enhanced by: a)~ 
improved military capabilities; and b) a continued security association with the 
United States which bodes well for overall regional stability. 



i. 

(U) The principal economic aspects 

- (U) Growing economic power 

- (U) Influential member of ASEAN 

- (U) Strorg ~~~itary 

- (U) Diversified programming for the future 

this strategy are: 
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( 

Political Situatior.: The Kingdom of Tonga, a British protectorate 
since , became an independent member of the British Commonwealth on 4 June 

is the second oldest inde endent island state in the South Pacific. 

e. (U) Force/Equipment/Action Required: None 

f. (U) U. S. Benefits - r~aintenance of status ~ assures a nation friendly 
to the U. S. and ANtOs which ;s in a po~ition to aia-fn forming pro-Western 
opinion and to provide necessary leadership in maintaining status ~. 

g. (U) Country Benefits - N/A 

h. (U) U. S. Costs - Minimal, if modest IMET/expanded relations exchange 
programs and military-to-military contacts are maintained at current levels. 
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(I) (U) The United Kingdom is a signatory to the Five Power Defense 
Arrangement linking it to the security of Singapore, Malaysia, Australia, and 
New Zealand. 

(2) (U) The United Kingdom is also a signatory to the Manila Pact 
which encompasses security obligations among Thailand, the Philippines, the 
United States, Australia, and New Zealand. 

(3) (U) In accordance with significant changes in British defense 
policy, however, British overseas bases east of Suez have been disestablished 
and most forces withdrawn. This significantly reduces the United Kingdom1s 
ability to meet any FPDA or Manila Pact defense obligations and limits its 
ability to interoperate with U. S. forces in the PACOM. Britain also faces 
severe economic problems which limit its ability to undertake military 
training exercises in the Pacific theater. 
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( APPENDIX I 

SPACE OPERATIONS AND TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER 

2. 

(1) (U) The effect on OPLA~'s, CO~PLAN's, and general Campaign Plans. 

(2) (U) The ability of the nation to pay for initial procurement, 
maintenance, and 5ustain~e~t. 

(3) (U) The capability to absorb, use, and maintain the 
equipment/technology, and to maintain an overall balanced defense improvement 
program. 

(4) (U) The effect acquisition of advanced systems will have on regional 
stability. 

(5) (U) The comrr.itment of the recipient nation to protect the system 
from overt or covert transfer to third nations. 

(6) (U) The impact on U. S. force readiness, sustainability, and 
interoperability. 

(7) (U) The degree to which a transfer enhances or distracts from system 
Rational ization/Standardization/lnteroperabil ity. 

I 



APPENDIX II 

EXTRACTS FRO~ THE FY 1986-1990 DEFENSE GUIDANCE, 2 MARCH 1984 

Changing Character of Soviet Military Capabilities 

(U) Over the past decade, the Soviets have been better equipping themselves not 
only to conduct military operations against NATO, but also to carry out 
projection of power a~d influence beyond the Eurasian land mass. They are 
pursuing a broad strategy--involving economic aid, advisors, military 
assistance, disinformation, propaganda offensives, subversion, and use of proxy 
force~--to increase their political influence, obtain base and facility use, and 
support and enhance worldwide Soviet military operations. Soviet capabilities 
to project power into cris~s areas at substantial distances from Soviet borders 
will continue to grow. 

Emerging 

Natlonal Security Obje~tives 

(U) Limit Soviet military advantages by strengthening U.S. and allied military 
capabilities, by pursuing equitable and verifiable arms control agreements, and 
by preventing the flow of militarily significant technologies and resources to 
the Soviet Union. 

Defense Policy 

(U) A component of the world wide military posture the U.S. seeks to achieve and 
maintain: In conjunction with our Allies, the ability to generate land, air and 
maritime forces so as to make aggression highly uncertain and costly; continued 
forward deployed forces in NATO Europe, Western Pacific and SWA/Indian Ocean; 
rapidly projectable CEntral reserves; intelligence capabilities adequate to 
prevent surprise; a responsive industrial and mobilization base; and 
exploitation of superior technology for military use. 

ClASs.irlfD .~ ~LE S~S 
O~SS~ ON0~ ? 
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(U) The pr;mary DOD plan is the Master Mobilization Plan which must identify 
mobilization responsibilities and include a range of actions for implementatior. 
prior to a declaration of war or national emergency, for the differer.t -levels of 
mobilization, and for the resources necessary to sustain the forces. Planning 
must include other federal departments and agencies, as well as Host Nation 
Support, to ensure the availability of resources and support beyond the ability 
of DOD to provide. We should foster similar preparations by our allies. 

Intelligence 



ASA8L£ T~tGN N 
NOFORN 7· _ ..... 

- (U) Seek Congressional authorization and appropriaticn of adequate levels 
of grant and concessiona: security assistance funding, as well as the 
availability of these funds on a mUlti-year basis, and removal of restrictions 
impedins cur assistance to kEj regional partners in collective security 
progra~s. 

- (U) Expand the Ir:ternational t·1ilitary Education and Training (IMET) \ 
program and seek refor~ of cost formulas for Foreign Military Sales training. 

- (U) Cooperate with our allies and friends in defense acquisition to 
improve military effectiveness and to provide equitable economic opportunities 
for all participants. 
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- (U) Maintain a strong security relationship with the Philippines and 
Thailand in the context of the Mutual Defense Treaty between the U.S. and 
Philippines and the Southeast Asia Collective Defense Treaty (Manila Pact) . 

Energy and Critical Materials Security 

(U) The U.S., and more particularly our Allies', dependence on oil imports 
presents a 'potentially serious security and economic risk because of the major 
impact of an extended or large-scale interruption. We must develop plans and 
provisions for reducing the risk of, and vulnerabilities to, major oil supply 
disruptions. 



(U) The dependence of our allies on the Soviet Union as a major supplier of 
natural gas is also of significant concern. In addition, the Soviet1s hard 
curre~cy earnings derived from energy sales adversely affect our security 
interests. The DOD ~ill actively support U.S. policy of encouraging development 
of secure Western energy resources. \ 

(U) We must protect our rights and freedoms of navigation overflight, and 
contai~ u1ilatere1 cc~s~:1 a~d archipe1sgic claims and encroachment which 
"I:T;~~:I~~ J~::':i -cr.:'st:' r;9~."':s and freedoir.s. the national program for asserti:1g 
navigation and overf1ig~t rights in the face of excessive maritime claims must 
be vigorously pursued. We must also recognize that there is an economic and 
strategic interest in preserving access rights to minerals of the deep seabed • 

... 
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APPENDIX III: PRINCIPAL SECURITY/DEFENSE FORA IN USPACOM (U) 

:ountry 

,U) Japan 

U) Japan 

u) Japan 

Forum 

Security 
Consu ltat i ve 
Committee 

Security 
Subcommittee 

Japan-U. S. 
Joint 
Committee 

L .~c~ ~CPAC J5 
~SS~ON; 
11-1 

Purpose 

Study of matters which 
would promote under
standing between the 
Japanese and US govern
ments and contribute 
to the strengthening of 
cooperative relations 
in the area of security 
and which forms the 
basis of security and 
are related to security 

Exchange of view on 
security issues of 
common concern to 
Japan and the U. S. 

Consultation con
cerning implemen
tation of Status of 
Forces Agreement 

Members or Participants 

Host CountrJ . United States 

Minister of Foreign Aff~trs 
Director General of th~ 
Defense Agency, and otHIPs , 

U. ·S. Ambassador to 
Japan, Commander of 
the U. S. Pacific 
Cormnand (proxy: 
co~ander of U. S. 
Forces in Japan, 
and others) 

Participants not specified (meetings held annu
ally in Hawaii between working-level officials of 
the two governments such as officials correspond
ing in rank to vice minister or undersecretary 

Director General of North 
American Affairs Bureau, 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
Director General of Defense 
Facilities Administration 
Agency, and others 

Chief of Staff of 
U. S. Forces, Japan, 
Counsellor at the 
U. S. Embassy, and 
others 

(This page UNCLASSIFIED) 
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PENDIX III: PRINCIPAL SECURITY/DEFENSE FORA IN US~_A..!=_OM (U) (cont.) 

untry Forum 

J) Republic Security 
of Korea Consultative 

Meeting (SCM) 

J) Australia- J\NZUS Council 
New Zealand 

J) Philippines Mutual Defense 
Board (MOB 

~ 

II 1-2 

Purposp Members or Participants 

Consu11 on rlcr~nse 
and SP.( uri ty nl,l t '-en, 

Discuss topics of 
mutual interest 

Host J~untry 

MHO, CJCS, nn~~;sador 

Ninisters of 
Foreign Affairs 

Consultations on CofS, NAFP 
military matters of 
mutual concern. (Four 
standing committees meet 
monthly: Plans, Metes & 
Bounds, Intel, legal) 

c~~ 

t ~.t" 
::.; 

United States 

SECDEF, ASO/ISA, CJCS 
Ambassador, CINCPAC, COMUSK 

SECSTATE, CINCPAC 

CINCPAC (normally 
bY,CINCPACREP Phil) 

~r' 
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